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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The National Workshop on Energy Efficient Operations of Ships was held in Edgewater Resort & Spa, Cook
Islands from 15th – 17th April 2019. The Maritime Technology Cooperation Centre in the Pacific (MTCCPacific). The workshop were attended by representatives from Pacific Islands Energy Pte Ltd, Excel Shipping
Ltd, Ministry of Marine Resources, Ministry of Transport, Ports Authority, Towage Cook Islands, Cook Islands
Police Patrol Boat; Cook Islands Voyage Society and Maritime Cook Islands, The list of NW participants is
attached in Annex 1.
The purpose of the workshop was to gain the Cook Islands government, the maritime administration, ports
authority, women representatives and ship owners and operators to agree on measures to improve energy
efficiency of shipping in the Cooks Islands and provide them with technical tools to progress toward energy
efficient operations of ships. The national workshop agenda is attached in Annex 2.
The workshop was held in two parts; the first day consisted of discussions on the initial Drivers-NeedsBarriers-Actions (D-N-B-A) Matrix to identify what is important to local ship owners. Then a comprehensive
coverage on of shore to ship interactions was presented. The second part consisted of technical matters
relating to Ship Energy Efficiency Operations (SEEO); climate change, greenhouse gas emissions and
Shore to Ship Energy Management measures. There was capacity building on the Energy Efficiency Design
Index (EEDI), Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator (EEOI), Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan
(SEEMP) and potential technologies to reduce and improve energy use performance e.g. Propeller Boss Cap
Fins (PBCF), Light Emitting Diodes (LED), Waste Heat Recovery System (WHRS) and such.
This culminated in the closing group discussion to finalise feedback from the participants, Cook Islands
Ministry of Transport, Cook Islands Port Authority and industry representatives.

All NW presentations are attached in Annex 4 in consecutive order as outlined in the Agenda.
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INTRODUCTION
The National Workshop on Energy Efficient Operations of Ships was held in Edgewater Resort & Spa, Cook
Islands from 15th – 17th April 2019. The Maritime Technology Cooperation Centre in the Pacific (MTCCPacific). The workshop were attended by representatives from Pacific Islands Energy Pte Ltd, Excel Shipping
Ltd, Ministry of Marine Resources, Ministry of Transport, Ports Authority, Towage Cook Islands, Cook Islands
Police Patrol Boat; Cook Islands Voyage Society and Maritime Cook Islands, The list of NW participants is
attached in Annex 1.
The purpose of the workshop was to gain the Cook Islands government, the ministry of transport, ports
authority, operators, Fuel Company to agree on measures to improve energy efficiency of shipping in the
Cook Islands and provide them with technical tools to progress toward energy efficient operations of ships.
The national workshop agenda is attached in Annex 2.
The national workshop provided capacity building in the areas of ship energy efficiency operations (SEEO),
operational measures (SEEOM), management plans (SEEMP) and systems (SEEMS).
This ultimately fulfils the vision of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) implemented and
European Union (EU) funded Global MTCC Network (GMN) for climate change mitigation established to
assist the maritime transport sector of Small Island developing states (SIDS) and least developed countries
(LDC).
A media release was sent out at the end of the workshop noting the commitment of the participants to
address issues affecting domestic shipping in the Cook Islands, taking into consideration the need to
contribute to national efforts in reducing GHGE, and with the view to operate ships more efficiently and
implement energy efficient measures. Several tweets/retweets and posts/re-posts were also sent out on
social media. Attached in Annex 6 are examples of communication and visibility activities that took place
during the workshop.

Group Discussions (Dr. M. A. Zullah, Maritime Industry Energy Efficiency Officer, SPC)
The facilitator opened the floor for discussion and the following notes were recorded:
 The stakeholders (ship owners) present in this NW were receptive to the concept of energy efficient

operations of ships (SEEO) confirming that shipping is vital to the Cook Islands hence it is important that
all shipping operators are involved in SEEO, not only for local inter-island shipping but also tourism,
fishing industries and international shipping (that come into the Cook Islands)
 MTCC-Pacific’s initiative is beneficial in that it draws all operators together.
 MTCC-Pacific is here to assist the Cook Islands maritime sector in achieving the primary objective of

reducing GHGE. However, it acknowledges the critical need for relevant and accurate data collection
(DC) that will establish the base-line to fulfil this primary objective.

Ship Energy Efficiency Operations (SEEO) Challenges & Ship Owner Issues with reference to
the Drivers-Needs-Barriers-Actions (D-N-B-A) Matrix (Dr. M. A. Zullah, Maritime Industry Energy
Efficiency Adviser, SPC)
The Drivers-Needs-Barriers-Actions (D-N-B-A) Matrix was developed from three previous NWs held at
various fora over the last 14 months.
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Group Discussion:
 The Cook Islands contribution to GHGE from the domestic vessels are assumed to be very low
compared to international vessels that come to their ports and emit air pollution from heavy bunker
fuel. ( There are only 5 domestic vessels including a government operated vessel)
 Participants felt that it was new whole area of maritime and in particular some of the new measures
that the operators could consider as part of vessel operations to positively contribute to the reduction
of emissions.
 Acknowledge the Government’s commitment goals under the aspiration to become 100% renewable
by 2020. Thereby encouraging the maritime sector to positively participate in progressing towards
reduction of emissions.
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Matrix of Drivers, Needs, Barriers and Actions (D-N-B-A).
Drivers
Needs
Barriers
Cook Islands National Workshop on Energy Efficient Operations of Ships, Rarotonga, Cook Islands 1 5- 17 April 2019
Political Will and
Institutional support for principal ( Ministry of Transport), maritime
 Stakeholders are not receptive to the idea
Global Influence
stakeholders and users

to move to
sustainable
maritime
transport
( National Goals
16 SDG)
Capacity Building

Implementation of these new ideas and learning
 Lack resource allocation
(C-B) e.g. pilot
( Conceptual Plan)
 Outsourcing
programmes,

Upskilling training required
 Aid/ Grant
networking,

Develop local expertise
 No proper training facilities availability
identify,
 High cost of overseas training
outsourcing, skills
 No funding opportunities to local ship
training
operators
Need of
 Commitment to enforce
 Lack of skills
legislation in
 Push to adopt
accordance with
 Providing technical expertise
IMO regulations
and standards
Cleaner fuels
 Reduce CO2 emission
 High cost and lack of resources
 Political influences and tax interference
 Fuel cost will be greater
 Old designed ships
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Relevant action
Regular maritime stakeholder consultation and
engagements
Upgrading of Port infrastructure

Community Engagement, consultation, wider
community networking and partnership






Receiving on the job training
Continued consultation
Government support to fuel subsidy
Less travelling for Members of Parliament and more
for us for training
 Legislation to be in place to introduce cleaner fuels

DAY 1: TECHNICAL WORKSHOP
The following are the NW modules presented by the three MTCC-Pacific trainers as per the Agenda (Annex
1).

1

Ship Energy Efficiency Operations (SEEO) Challenges & Ship Owner Issues- D-N-B-A
Matrix (Dr. M.A. Zullah, Maritime Industry Energy Efficiency Adviser, SPC)

This session was covered above.

2 SEE Regulations & Related Guidelines (Dr. M. A. Zullah, Maritime Industry Energy Efficiency
Officer, SPC)
This session provided an introduction to ship roles, responsibilities, SEE measures and maintenance.

3

SEEO & Green-house Gas Emission (GHGE) Management to Operation (Ms. Ore Toua,
Maritime Training Adviser, SPC)

This session deliberated on the origins of air pollution (Airpol), climate change (CC) and GHG emissions,
international global response; international shipping response and the main IMO instruments and historical
developments.
Discussion
The following points came out of the discussion within this session:
-

-
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VMS is used for fishing
NZ is funding AIS to monitor domestic and improve the emergency response
Domestic vessels are fitted with location transponder
Slow steaming is not practical because people want faster vessels to get to their destinations faster
Some of the outer islands have restrictions for vessels to enter passage during low tide. Vessel drift
or anchor on the reef. However, the participants clearly agree that the communication is lacking
between ship operators and the ports.
Incentives should be developed and regulations must be updated especially around risky chartered
voyages
The weather in Cook Islands is unpredictable which leads to delays. The skipper’s operational
management of the vessel is important for him to take action to reduce speed or to get to the
passage and drift awaiting the proper weather opportunity

Ship-Board Energy Management (Ms. Ore Toua, Maritime Training Adviser, SPC)

This session focused on the following aspects of ship-board energy management:
-

The petrol boats is sometime chartered by the ministries to transport staff to out islands and they
have a strict schedule
Petrol boat in under class BV
Petrol boat is dry docked in Australia however the difference in vessels efficiency is noticed when
the fuel consumption increase. Planned maintenance are practice but require preventive
maintenance to further benefit
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5

Ship-Port Interface & Energy Efficiency (Ms. Ore Toua, Maritime Training Adviser, SPC)

This session introduced ports and port area emissions, ship time in port (TIP) and just-in-time (JIT)
operations; technologies for port air quality (AQ)/GHGE reductions; ship in-port operational energy
efficiency measures (OEEM); and onshore power supply (OPS)/cold ironing.
- Cook Islands Port has done carbon footprint assessment : 117 tons of GHGE
- The biggest contributor are the ports heavy duty vehicles. Some recommendations that may see the
ports adapting in near future are:
o Solar panels on port buildings,
o Planting more trees
o Replacement of refrigerants with more efficient
o The is also a recommendation for “cold ironing”
- A gas emission officer has been recruited to collect consistent data
- Ports requested if SPC/ MTCC-Pacific could provide technical support to reduce GHGE emission from
ports
- Eco-driving is one of the methods to reduce the GHG emission from the ports vehciles
- Ports see the benefit of TOS system but the industry is wary of sharing data

6 Energy Management Plan (EnMP) & System) (Dr. M. A. Zullah, Maritime Industry Energy
Efficiency Adviser, SPC)
This session provided a brief overview of various ship-board management systems; company level energy
management; energy audits and reviews, types and processes; and ship performance, monitoring and
voyage performance analysis.

DAY 2: TECHNICAL WORKSHOP
All Day 2 sessions presented by Dr. M. A. Zullah, Maritime Industry Energy Efficiency Adviser, SPC.

7 Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) Guideline
This session provided an overview of the EEDI formula; EEDI calculation parameters; EEDI factors and
correction factors; and example of a sample EEDI calculation
Discussion
 EEDI calculation is used for new vessels only but depending on the availability of specific ship data, EEDI
can be calculated for existing vessels.

8 Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP) Guideline
In this session, the main elements of SEEMP, implementation aspects and EEOI calculation process was
covered.
Discussion
 For MTCC-Pacific SEE is central to its mission. Ship operators and engineers must first understand the
concept of SEEMP and EEOI before moving forward to implementation to improve their SEE. MTCCPacific can assist shipping companies in developing SEEMPs, measuring vessels using this and developing
ways to improve SEE.
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 Arrangement of data collection and providing to MTCC Pacific with the Ministry of Transport and Ship
operator

9 Ship Energy Efficiency Operations (SEEO) Measures
This session focused on operational energy efficiency measures with respect to operational management;
maintenance and condition monitoring; auxiliary load management; trim/ballast optimization; hull and
engine conditions; and system planning and reduced demand.

10 Ship Energy Efficiency (SEE) Technical Measures
This presentation focused on EEDI reduction method; ship hydrodynamics; propeller and propulsion system;
engines and power systems; auxiliary machinery; economic assessment; and a case study on futuristic
concept ships.

11 Further SEE Measures
This session focused on the development of DCS for FOC; DC; data analysis; and lastly followed by decision
making on what further measures are required, if any.

12 Potential Fuel-oil Consumption (FOC) & Green-house Gas Emission (GHGE) Reductions
This session explored the introduction and forecasting scenarios; simulation models; FOC and fuel cost
forecasting.
Discussion
 The MTCC-Pacific NW has equipped ship owners with finer knowledge on ship maintenance and
operation. Some measures learned from this NW will be implemented on board their vessels.

13 Light Emitting Diodes (LED)
This presentation focused on LED lightings, its efficacy and the cost evaluation of LED. LEDs for lighting
solutions are gaining increasing importance in the shipping industry, based on their energy-saving potential
and long service life. Any reduction in electricity consumption for lighting leads to a positive impact on the
ship’s operating costs, as well as reducing the environmental impact.
Discussion


Marine lighting consumes a large part of the electricity of the ship. This lighting for the most part is
supplied with a voltage of 220 V. As light sources mainly use fluorescent lamps with an efficiency of
60 Lm/W (lumens per watt), which replaced traditional incandescent bulbs in almost all newly built
ships. In the old vessels, certain measures should be taken when installing new advanced lighting
system.

14 Shaft Generators
This session focused on what a shaft generator is; vessels currently using shaft generators; energy saving;
cost effectiveness and risk.
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15 Waste Heat Recovery Systems (WHRS)
This presentation focused on heat balance for engine without and with WHRS; PTG (Power Turbine &
Generator) WHRS; STG (Steam Turbine & Generator) WHRS; and PT-ST combined waste heat recovery
systems.

DAY 3: WRAP-UP
The final day was focused on presenting, reviewing and adopting the Outcomes statement developed from
two days of deliberations. This an opportunity for ship owners to express their views on the MTCC-Pacific
program.

16 Overview (Dr. M. A. Zullah, Maritime Industry Energy Efficiency Adviser, SPC)
MTCC-Pacific provided a summary on the deliberations of the NW:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good overall attendance.
Group discussion on issues relating to SEEO.
Discussion on CC, GHGE and S/SEM measures.
Interactive knowledge transfer on EEDI, EEOI, SEEMP and PIDSS.
Interactive sessions on IMO GMN technology transfer and technical cooperation
Energy saving devices such as PBCF, LED, WHRS, SG and PV.

17 Ministry of Foreign Affairs – IMO & GHG, Roadmap & Strategy - (Josh Mitchell)
Update on the discussion going on at IMO.
- Update on the MEPC 72nd meeting
- Target CO2 reduction of 40% by 2030 and 50% by 2050
- Paris agreement to reduce the temperature increase by 2%
- Cook Islands “We do not want to see a misappropriate burden being forced on ur countries here in
the Pacific”
o Challenges
 CBDR “Common But Differential Response” vs No more favourable treatment
 Enforcement and emission trading
 Market based measures (Taxes & levies) & Slow Steaming
 Realistic target?
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Brief presentation from Ship Operator (Taio Shipping Company)
Taio Shipping Company has been in business for 25years and operates 3 vessels in Cook Islands which
provides the essential inter island services. Some of the issues highlighted during his speech was:
- He detailed the number of people moving between islands and the challenges of operating the ship
in Cook Islands
- The company also caters airline fuel to the outer islands
- The operating cost is high since there are few passengers and cargo to transports thus most of the
time is uneconomical.
- The past year result for the number of people that were transported was analysed against the fuel
cost and most of the cases, the vessel were operating in loss
- The owner prefers to get the vessel from Norway, since the vessels are maintained well with fewer
rust
- His main concern is the generator as this is the equipment which is the most used and have frequent
breakdown
- Since the uniqueness of the ship operations, he is looking to get a ship that is efficient that has good
generator with spare parts readily available. The ship should also have controllable pitch propeller
and bow thruster for dynamic position while the vessel is waiting outside the reef for loading cargo
- Recently they acquired an offshore service vessel that was used for wind turbine installation in
Norway.
- In conclusion, he is requesting the government to provide support to the domestics shipping
financially to get vessels that are efficient which will serve the community.

18 Closing Remarks (Ngatokorua Ngatokorua ( Jnr), Director of Maritime)
On behalf of the SI government, the Director of Maritime, Mr. Ngatokorua Ngatokorua ( Jnr) thanked MTCCPacific and SPC for the organisation of this NW. He thanked all the participants for attending this NWs and
supporting MTCC-Pacific with its initiative. He reiterated the importance of the DC and contribution towards
GHGE reduction and uptake of energy efficient operations.
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ANNEX 2: Agenda

MTCC-PACIFIC – Cook Islands National Workshop on Ship Energy Efficient
Operations (SEEO)
Rarotonga, Cook Islands, 15-17 April 2019
PROGRAMME
Agenda
Agenda issues
Presenters
item
Day 1 – 15 – 17 April, 2019– Technical Workshop (Ship Energy Efficient Operations)
0800
Registration
0830
Welcome Address: Ngatokorua Ngatokorua ( Jnr) Director of Maritime
Ship Energy Efficiency Operation (SEEO) Challenges1
MTCC-Pacific
Ship Owners Issues- Discussion of N-D-B-A Matrix: ‘Outcome’
0900 – 1030
Ship Energy Efficiency Regulations and Related Guidelines
2
MTCC-Pacific
- Introduction to ship roles and responsibilities
Time

1030-1100

Tea Break

3
1100 – 1230

4

1230 – 1330

Ship Management to Operation
- Origins of air pollution (airpol) and climate change (CC)
- CC and GHG emissions (GHGE)
MTCC-Pacific
- International global response
- International shipping response
- Main IMO instruments and historical developments
Ship-Board Energy Management
- IMO regulatory framework - ship energy efficiency (SEE)
- MARPOL Annex VI Chapter 4
MTCC-Pacific
- Brief introduction to SEEMP Guideline
- Brief introduction to SEE Operations Index (EEOI)
Technical Advisory
Lunch

5

Ship-Port Interface and Energy Efficiency
- Introduction to ports and port-area emissions
- Ship time in port and just-in-time (JIT) operations
- Technologies for port air quality (AQ)/GHGE reductions
MTCC-Pacific
- Ship (in-port) energy efficiency operational measures
(SEEOM)
- Onshore power supply (OPS)

1330- 1500
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Energy Management Plan (EnMP) and System (EnMS)
- Brief overview of various ship-board management systems
- Company level energy management
MTCC-Pacific
- Energy audits and reviews, types and processes
- Ship performance, monitoring and voyage performance
analysis

1500- 1530

Open Discussions

1530- 1600

Tea Break
End Day 1

Agenda
Agenda issues
Presenters
item
Day 2 – 15 – 17 April, 2019– Technical Workshop (Ship Energy Efficient Operation)
0845
Participants arrive
Guidelines for EEDI
- Overview of EEDI formula
- EEDI calculation parameters
1
MTCC-Pacific
- EEDI factors and correction factors
- Example of a sample EEDI calculation
Time

0900 – 1030

2

1030-1100

Tea Break

3

1100 – 1230

4

1230 – 1330

Guidelines for SEEMP
- Main elements of SEEMP
- Implementation aspects
MTCC-Pacific
- EEOI calculation process
- Video - Best Practice For Fuel-Efficient Operation

Operational energy efficiency measures
- Operation management
- Maintenance and condition monitoring
- Auxiliary load management
- Trim/ballast optimization
- Hull and engine conditions
- System planning and reduced demand
Technical energy efficiency measures
- EEDI reduction method
- Ship hydrodynamics
- Propeller and propulsion system
- Engines and power systems
- Auxiliary machinery
Lunch

MTCC-Pacific

MTCC-Pacific

5

6

1330 – 1545

7

8

9

1545- 1600
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Further measures to enhance the energy efficiency of
ships
- Development of a data collection system (DCS) for
fuel consumption
o data collection;
o data analysis; and
o followed by decision-making on what further
measures, if any, are required
Potential to reduce emissions and fuel consumption
- Introduction and forecasting scenarios
- Simulation model
- Fuel consumption and fuel cost forecast
LED
- What is LED?
- Efficacy of led
- Cost evaluation for LED application
Shaft Generators
- What is shaft generator system?
- Vessels using shaft generator
- Energy saving
- Cost effect
- Risk
Waste Heat Recovery System (WHRS)
- Heat Balance for Engine without & with WHRS
- PTG (Power Turbine & Generator) WHRS
- STG (Steam Turbine & Generator) WHRS
- PT-ST Combined Waste Heat Recovery System
Open Discussions

1600- 1630
End Day 2

MTCCPacific

MTCCPacific

MTCCPacific

MTCCPacific

MTCCPacific

Time

Agenda
item

Agenda issues

Presenters

Day 3 – 15 – 17 April, 2019– Technical Workshop (Ship Energy Efficient Operations)
0845
Participants arrive
1
Overview of the Cook Islands National Workshop
MTCC-Pacific
Maritime
0900 – 1030
2
Update by the Ministry of Transport
Technical
Manager
1030 – 1000
Tea Break
3

Discussion of the workshop Outcome document

MTCC-Pacific

Director of
Maritime
Director of
5
Closing remarks
Maritime/
MTCC-Pacific
Closing Remarks : Ngatokorua Ngatokorua ( Jnr), Director of Maritime
Lunch & End Day 3

1100 – 1230

4

Certificate of Attendance Awarded

ANNEX 3: Workshop Presentations

(Please refer to separate document)

ANNEX 4: Workshop Evaluation Analysis

MTCC-PACIFIC NATIONAL WORKSHOP ON ENERGY EFFICIENT OPERATIONS OF SHIPS

Rarotonga, Cook Islands, 15-17 April, 2019
Arrangements prior to the activity
1

Was the invitation received in good time?

2

Did you receive the information listed below
about the event before your participation
 on its objective and scope
 subject areas and programme
Were the instructions on the following
clear and easy to understand?
 profile required of participant
 completion and submission of
the nomination form
Did you receive logistical information on
 venue

3

4

Yes

No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes

No

During the activity
5

To cover the topics fully, was the event (please check the appropriate box)
(1) too long
(2) just right
(3) too short

6

How do you rate the event with regard to the following? (tick one box in each case)
excellent
good satisfactory
poor
Venue
Facilities
Equipment

7

How would you rate the following aspects? (tick one box in each case)
excellent
good satisfactory
Group discussion
Group Feedback
Discussion opportunities

8

poor
N/A
N/A
N/A

How would you rate the following sessions according to the day’s agenda? (tick one box in each case)
excellent
good
satisfactory poor
Morning session
N/A
Lunch session
N/A
Afternoon session
N/A

-2-

At the end of the activity

9

Please rate each facilitator with regard to the following (check one box in each case)
 delivery of presentation
N/A
 ability to guide discussions
 effectiveness in:

answering questions

suggesting solutions to problems

10

What topics were of most interest and relevance to your Administration?
_
_

11

Are there any topics which should be added?
If yes, please list them:

Yes

No

12
13

Do you consider that the objective of the event was met?
Are the outcomes achieved likely to be useful to your
Administration?
Will you have the opportunity to transfer the knowledge
gained to your colleagues at work?

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes

No
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Comments:

We greatly appreciate your time in completing this evaluation questionnaire. It contains important
information that will assist the MTCC team in determining the success and impact of the activity.
Thank you.

Workshop Evaluation Analysis

Arrangement prior to the activity
9%

Did you receive logistical information on venue

91%

Were the instruction on the following clear and easy…

100%

Were the instruction on the following clear and easy…

100%

Did you receive the information listed below about the…

18%

Did you receive the information listed below about the…

18%

82%
82%

18%

was the invitation received in good time

82%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
No

Yes

To cover the topic fully, was the event...

Too short

Just right

Too long

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

How would you rate the following aspects?
Afternoon Session
Lunch Session
Morning Session
Discussion oppurtunities
Group Feedback
Group Discussion
Equipment
Facilities
Venue
0%
N/A

10%
Poor

20%

30%

Satisfactory

40%

50%

Good

60%

70%

80%

Excellent

At the end of the activity
effectiveness in suggestion solutions to…
effectiveness in answering queestions
Ability to guide discussion
Delivery of presentation
0%
Poor

10%

Satisfactory

20%
Good

30%

40%

Excellent

50%

60%

70%

With the knowledge gain will you share
the knowledge at work

Were the outcomes achieved

Were the objectives met

0%
No

5%

10%

15%

20%

Yes

Topic of Interest









Tools in Energy Efficiency
Cargo discharge efficiency
Data collection and Analysis
Green House emissions
Energy efficiency on ships
Cost Savings and return
Ship energy efficiency and GHG emission
New technology in renewable energy

Topics that should be added
 Means of Government support

Additional Comments
 We need to work together with the rest of the world to reduce climate emissions.
 A very good workshop conducted
 Provide more example in each session
 Thank you for sharing good ideas on energy savings
 We need to increase our awareness as our community knowledge is still laid back.
 Job well done

ANNEX 5: Photos

ANNEX 6: Communications and Visibility
Activities

MTCC-Pacific NW8 Cook Islands
Media release sent on 23 April
Cook Islands maritime industry committed to make shipping and port greener
15th April 2019
Cook Islands, Rarotonga – The Cook Islands Ministry of Transport, together with national ship operators, port
operators and stakeholders have called for greater initiative in energy efficient operations to reduce greenhouse
gasses. The call was made at the first National Workshop on Energy Efficient Operations of ships, which was
delivered by the Maritime Technology Cooperation Centre in the Pacific (MTCC-Pacific) from 15-17 April.
The Cook Islands is a small island developing state comprising of 15 small islands with an exclusive economic zone
(EEZ) of nearly 2 million square km in the South Pacific Ocean. Globally, the Cook Islands contributes to only
0.00012% of GHG emission, which is an insignificant amount relative to the total global emission of 2004 (IPCC
Report, 2007). Yet, collectively, the consequences of the global emission via climate change is detrimental to
ecosystems, infrastructures, economy, and therefore the livelihood of Cook Islanders.
The three-day workshop provided participants with an understanding of the latest developments at the

international level; new technologies, tools and methods available to monitor and reduce fuel oil consumption from
the operations of ships in Cook Islands, in order to contribute to national efforts to reduce greenhouse emissions
and Nationally determined Contributions (NDC).
In his welcome remarks, Cook Islands Director of Maritime, Mr. Ngatokorua Ngatokorua (Jnr) said “Cook Islands is
committed to reduce its carbon footprint to achieve its national vision, which is ‘to enjoy the highest quality of life
consistent with the aspirations of our people, and in harmony with our culture and environment'. We are also
thankful to MTCC-Pacific to conduct this workshop here and provide information to participant on how to mitigate
emissions in the maritime sectors which has the potential to provide significant economic benefits.”
MTCC-Pacific’s Maritime Industry Energy Efficiency Adviser reiterated the commitments from MTCC-Pacific, its Host
Institutions and its partners to assist the Pacific region for climate mitigation in the maritime industry. “There is a
need for the ship operators to adopt the Safe Operations Plan (SOP) integrated with the Ship Energy Efficiency
Management Plan (SEEMP), which is essential for safe and efficient sea transportation.”
MTCC-Pacific is one of the five centres established in the world and forms part of the Global MTCC Network (GMN),
implemented by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and funded by the European Union. The Pacific
Community (SPC) host MTCC-Pacific in collaboration with the Secretariat of the Pacific Regional Environment
Programme (SPREP) as part of its approach to support sustainable maritime transport in the Pacific with a focus on
safety and energy efficiency of domestic shipping.
MTCC-Pacific technical assistance is provided in conjunction with the SPC’s Pacific Islands Domestic Ship Safety
(PIDSS) programme that was help in Cook Islands in October 2018 that aims at supporting domestic ship operators
implement safety management systems on board their vessels. This constitutes a consistent approach in raising
safety and efficiency standards in domestic shipping. Similar national workshops and ships visits will be organised in
other Pacific Islands Countries in 2019.

Participants of the Cook Islands national workshop held at The Edgewater Resort and Spa

